Abstract
Introduction
The present paper describes a study of the optical luminosity function of Quasi Stellar Objects (QSOs). The luminosity function is defined as the number of QSOs per unit comoving volume of the universe [1] . A correct luminosity function of QSOs can describe the space and luminosity distributions of the objects. The study of the luminosity function may provide a tool for estimating the acceptable value of the cosmological constant [2] . It provides a basis for determining the amount of matter in different forms in the universe [3] . In the study of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), the accurate measurement of the luminosity function of QSOs is very important. One of the key goals of studying AGN is to characterize and understand their strong evolution [4] . In particular, the study of the luminosity function of QSOs as a function of redshift provides essential constraints on how the population characteristics of the QSOs have changed with time and also provides strong constraints for the physical models and evolutionary theories of QSOs. The QSO optical luminosity function and its evolution with redshift provide fundamental information on the demographics of the QSO population, in particular and AGN population in general [2] [5] .
In Section 2, we present a brief description of Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release Seven (SDSS DR7). In Section 3 determination of the optical luminosity function of QSOs is described. Results and discussion are given in Section 4.
The Data
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [6] is a major multi-filter imaging and spectroscopic redshift survey carried out with a dedicated 2.5 m wide-angle optical telescope at Apache Point Observatory (APO) near Sacramento Peak in Southern New Mexico, USA. The telescope's camera is made up of thirty CCD chips each with a resolution of 2048 × 2048 pixels, totally approximately 120 Megapixels. The chips are arranged in five rows of six chips. Each row has a different optical filter with average wavelengths of 3551 Å , 4686 Å , 6165 Å, 7481 Å and 8931 Å with 95% completeness in typical seeing to magnitudes of 22.0, 22.2, 22.2, 21.3 and 20.5 for u , g , r , i , z respectively. The filters are placed on the camera in the order r , i , u , z , g [7] . The SDSS survey covers more than one-quarter of the entire sky which performing photometry and spectroscopy for galaxies, stars and quasars [8] .
In this work, we use the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release Seven (SDSS DR7) which contains a total of 105783 QSOs [6] . The SDSS DR7 represents the completion of SDS-II phase (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) . It provides imaging data for 357 million distinct objects in the five bands (ugriz), as well as spectroscopy over π ≅ steradians in the North Galactic cap and 250 square degrees in the South Galactic cap [8] . This catalog covers an area of ≈9380 deg 2 . This is due to incompleteness of the SDSS Quasars Survey at redshifts between 2.5 and 3.0. The majority of QSOs are found in redshift below two ( ) 2 z < [9] . This means that either the density of quasars was higher in the past or they were brighter or any combination of these two effects [1] . Detailed information about the SDSS DR7 can be found in Donald P. Schneider et al. (2010) [6] . 2.05 z < < is used for determining the luminosity function due to uniformity of QSOs found within this redshift range (Figure 2) . Using the sample of SDSS DR7, we calculate the binned luminosity function of QSOs over 0. 3 2.05 z < < and absolute magnitude 22.5 i M < − , using the binned estimate of the luminosity function devised by Page & Carrera [10] ; the binned estimate of the luminosity function is given by max max
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Results and Discussion
We have studied the optical luminosity function for 80,946 QSOs in the SDSS DR7 catalog with redshift 0.3 2.05 z < < and 22.5 i M < − . The QSOs have been divided into seven redshift bins. It is observed that the shapes of the luminosity functions are similar in the seven bins, with a very steep high-luminosity tails at bright magnitudes and the luminosity function at fainter magnitudes approaches towards a simple power-law form with rather flat slope. From Figure 3 it is observed that there is signature of AGN downsizing that is, the number density of fainter AGNs peaks at lower redshift as compared to the number density of the more luminous AGNs. This is in agreement with the results of Croom et al. 2009 [4] .
